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years 2002-5 under the Freedom of Information Act.

Well that's certainly progress,

considering we previously had to wait 30 years to see anything at all!

These sightings
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numbering several hundreds have been tabulated in a very concise way on spread sheets so
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that any trends can immediately be spotted. Not only that but enquiries relating to UFOs
again under the FOI Act have been quoted and fully answered on the MOD website. Some
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Remember the "Alien Body" autopsy which made big headlines c1995?

- Jim Rayner

Forum and Lettcn to the

The early months of 2006 have spawned 3 major exposures of UFO related interest. Back in
February the Ministry of Defence elected to reveal all their received UFO sightings for the
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passing" in response to questions, and very little can be learnt from it.
After the hype had

subsided and most of us were led to believe the whole business was a hoax, Mr Ray Santilli,
the man who acquired the footage originally, suddenly reappears on a Sky TV documentary
and reveals the film he marketed to the general public was 95% "reproduction" but had 5%
original material in it. Just which parts are original is unclear. This programme in fact was a
forerunner to a feature film entitled "Alien Autopsy" which was released over the Easter
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analysis and a review of the film follows.
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Our final revelation for 2006 (so far) is that the Ministry of Defence have been carrying out
a covert investigation on UFOs, yet again, in a 4 year study from 1996-2000.
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contents have been revealed under the Freedom of Information Act. It was exposed by the
press over the second weekend in May with underwhelming headlines such as: "Just a Load
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of Hot Air"
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(Daily Mail 8/5/06) and "Sorry ET, you're just a puff of Plasma" (Sunday Times,
7!5!06). Condign concludes that people reporting UFOs were in the main not fantasists or
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hoaxers, but were describing entirely natural events in the atmosphere. These happen to be
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bright "plasmas" probably created by charges of electricity and when air flows into them they
are transformed into aerodynamic shapes which appear to fly at incredible speeds.

purposes of
This information flies in the face of the thousands of witness reports CIUFOR have

review.

gathered over the years and comes nowhere near explaining ET/spaceship sightings on the
ground and "abductions". If Condign made its conclusions based on the contents of reports
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But sometime in the future,

these "plasmas" must be artificially created and shown to perform all the manoeuvres as
described by witnesses, which would eliminate around 70% of actual UFO sightings (Did
Condign actually do this?)
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Once again a Government investigation produces no detinite evidence that UFOs might be
alien spaceships as I'm sure most readers would wish to hear.

There is one major step

forward

seeing

in

that

"Condign"

acknowledges

that

witnesses

are

UNIDENTIFIED

PROJECf "CONDIGN" 2 - FOO FIGHTERS EXIST (Mike Soper): Doctor David Clarke
of Sheffield Hallam University has used the Freedom of Information Act to obtain a 400
page report concerning UAPs, unidentified aerial phenomena, that actually appeared after 4
At that time the MOD denied any systematic involvement
They have listed 20 possible atmospheric

phenomena and these are genuine. Previous Government conclusions, where known, always

years endeavour starting in 1996.

pointed to MISIDENTIFICATIONS of known objects.

- AND THAT PROVES THE COVER UP.

Further careful analysis and

alternative points of view follow.

phenomena that they consider folks are reporting, even describing the odd concepts of
"EARTHLIGHTS AT 20,000 FEET".

THE EDITOR

lATEST NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS
PROJECf "CONDIGN":

As discussed in the Editorial, a secret Government investigation

of UFOs has recently taken place between the years 1 996-2000.

Note that the sceptical scientific mind that doubted the existence of the Coelocanth, (a living
fossil fish that was eventually discovered in the Indian Ocean), can apparently readily accept
that objects that formate next to and then outperform aeroplanes in the sky, are in fact
EARTHLIGHTS, and these objects that cause vehicle interference very often (thousands of
cases) as they fly over at extreme height are in fact somehow related to underground stress
in rock.

"Condign" appears to have

been the work of scientists at the Defence Intelligence Staff (DIS) and was initiated without
the knowledge of then Tory Defence Secretary, Michael Portillo.
This is in itself an
indicator that secret branches such as MI5 and MI6 are "loose cannons" and may have other
important UFO information hidden away. For the present we can thank Or David Clarke of
Sheffield Hallam University and Gary Anthony for forcing "Condign" out into the public
domain.
The project was created to establish if UFOs posed any military threat to Britain (as always).
As in previous known exercises dating back to the 1950's - the answer was NO! The
document marked for "UK Eyes Only" and entitled "Unidentified Aerial Phenomena in the

UK Air Defence Region" analyses 30 years of UFO reports, and only 1 1 copies are known to

have been printed.

The mysterious "plasmas" quoted as the solution to the UFO mystery, are quoted as
"Credited with the ability to hover, land, take off, accelerate to exceptional velocities and
vanish, they can reportedly alter their direction of flight, suddenly and clearly can exhibit

aerodynamic characteristics well beyond those of any known aircraft or missile - either
The most common explanation of a UFO is defined as: "Several
types of rarely encountered natural events within the atmosphere and ionosphere."
In
addition the report finds that because the plasmas are electric::tllY active they can change

manned or unmanned."

shape or colour if hit by an energy source such as a radio signal sent by a UFO spotter.
"This has led Ufologists to imagine that an 'alien response' is being given to their signals."

(Does anybody know if this is true ?)

In conclusion the report postulates that these "plasmas" could be harnassed as secret
weapons and start another arms race particularly with Russia. It states: "Scientists in the
former Soviet Union have taken a particular interest in the UFO phenomena. They have

identified the close connection with plasma technologies for potential military purposes."
Britain, it states should also go along this road. However, looking at the whole effort the

impression is that the "Condign" team have very little idea of how the "plasmas" are
generated naturally, and even less artificially, and have back engineered their conclusions
based on anecdotal evidence.

Researcher dismisses secret report
Suppose that any person COULD square the actual evidence and the reported explanations
offered - clearly their psychology might have to actually be rather strange.

However, that is

what the people in charge of the UK's defence organisation have concluded!
Cast aside the Soccoro case
Cast aside the Capt Coyne, Mansfield ( 1 8/ 1 0/73) case - craft lifted plane.
Cast aside the Rendlesham case. (radioactivity report).
Cast aside all the GEPAN conclusions.
Cast aside all the SEPRA conclusions.
Cast aside all the many vehicle interference catalogues published by BUFORA;
CUFOS; Dr Mark Rodeghier, USA; K. Basterfield, Australia; Don A Johnson, etc.

"CONDIGN": Deserved, merited, suitable. "PlASMA": a collection of charged particles
resembling gas, but conducting electricity and affected by a magnetic field. (Dictionary).

Do these

secret service professionals know their job - apparently not.

It is also not

established who the official author of the report is. It now seems after 62 years, the defence

4
establishment now admit that the WW2 "FOO FIGHTERS" exist in their 400 page report
stamped SECRET UK EYES ONLY.
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next 2 years.

Outside the realm of the MOD, UK Ufologists have

now MOVED ON!

However most experts either suggested the film was an elaborate hoax or footage of an

STRONG EVIDENCE AT PAISLEY: In reading through many reports of UFO sightings,
few offer more than the anecdotal evidence of the witness(es). However an account in the
Daily Express, Paisley, Scotland, dated August 4th, 2005, has masses of supporting detail.
Apparently a circle measuring 6 metres in diameter was impressed on the flat roof of the

retrieved by Santilli were confirmed by photographic experts as being stock dating back to

unfortunate freak of nature - human except for 6 fingers and toes.

Paisley Centre, a popular shopping mall in the Scottish town, following a spate of electrical
failures and malfunction of office equipment on the floors below.

It is notable that this event occurred late July/ early August at the height of the crop circle
season in the southern counties of England. The centre manager, Andrew Mack.innon,
reported finding the circle, which was greyish in colour with gold coloured edging burnt into
the gravel base on the roof. In addition a strange metal-like material was found close by
after the appearance of the circle and sent for analysis at Paisley University. Prior to the
discoveries on the roof, office equipment in the building had malfunctioned to such an
extent that a photocopier, fax machine and vital CCTV equipment had all blown out.

The reels of film

1947 and the background fittings seen in the autopsy room such as the telephone and wall
clock all appeared to date from that period. Santilli sold on video copies of the film for £33
each and then mysteriously refused to accept payment stating that all the arguments arising
over the "alien autopsy" had given him so much grief that he refused to profit from it!
Gradually the debates over the footage subsided and little more came to light until a sky TV
documentary in Spring 2006 suddenly revealed Santilli and his business partner, Gary
In an amazing
Shoefield, being quizzed by porky Irish presenter, Eamonn Holmes.
statement, Santilli revealed that most of the "Alien Autopsy" footage as seen in 1995 had
been a "reproduction" as the original stock of reels had deteriorated so badly when he got
them back to England after purchasing

in America, that the images were virtually useless.

Having paid a significant sum for the film from a mystery photographer in the USA, he
decided the only solution was to make an acceptable copy using actors, dummies, fake blood
etc.

Holmes was taken round London in a car with Santilli and Shoefield and introduced to

the characters who collaberated in the seam.

The man who designed the dummy figure of

the "alien" was John Humphreys, a professional sculptor and modeller with credits such as
"Max Headroom", a cyber presenter created for Channel 4 in the 1980s, plus many of the
special effects used in "Doctor Who".

Humphreys stated that he was also the chief surgeon

in the fake film and claimed that the models used were filled with sheep brains, chicken
entrails and knuckle joints obtained from Smithfield meat market.

Indeed, Holmes was

introduced to the butcher who did the honours. Finally the documentary revealed the flat in
Camden, North London, where the filming took place.
At the end of all this, Santilli claimed that the video circulating round the country contained
95% of acted out reproduction and just 5% original footage.
was not made clear.

Which parts were authentic

Readers can decide for themselves whether to regard the whole

business as a deliberate hoax or a genuine attempt to restore this valuable footage.

The

Ufologist who originally introduced Santilli to the UFO community, Philip Mantle, naturally
sounded a bit peeved!

ALIENS?

Paisley Centre manager Andrew MacKinnon, left, and maintenance engineer Jamie Lavery stand in the mysterious circle

Mr Mack.innon was convinced aliens were trying to make contact as a satellite dish mounted
close to a possible landing site on the roof had also malfunctioned. He pointed out that the
roof area had no access to the general public.

Maintenance engineer, Jamie Lavery, 47, was

carrying out repairs in the area when stra�e activities took place.
He stated some
equipment he was using to apply weed killer moved location, and out of the corner of his
eye, he briefly saw what appeared to be a brightly lit flying object.
What could have burnt a large circle in gravel in an inaccessible roof area??

It transpired that the Eamonn Holmes documentary was the forerunner of a comedy film
entitled "Alien Autopsy" which did the rounds over the Easter holiday period.

Casting top

television presenters, Declan Donnelly and Anthony McPartlin (Ant and Dec) as Santilli and
Shoefield respectively obviously was a shrewd move to draw in an audience of mainly
children whereas the film might have had limited appeal, and no doubt many UFO fans who
saw the autopsy footage as a major breakthrough in 1995 might have been offended to see
serious work ending up as "slapstick".

Even now we are still uncertain whether the latest

Santilli version of events is the truth or the work of a script writer!
N.B

The original account we produced concerning the "Alien Autopsy" appeared in

Awareness" Vol 20 No 4, 1995-6, pages 3-8. This includes a detailed account in the words of

ALIEN BODY REVIVED! It is now more than 10 years since an entrepreneur called Ray
Santilli shocked the UFO fraternity by revealing a film said to date back to 1947 and

the cameraman who shot the footage (pp 5-8). He had filmed several hundred reels for the

purporting to show a dead "alien" possibly retrieved from the Ro�ell crash site.
The
footage showed the creature undergoing an autopsy conducted by military surgeons With all

been allowed to take these home with him. The last few of these reels were never collected

the personnel involved masked up so nobody could be recognised. Exposed to the press and
at a major UFO conference, the result was a sudden surge in interest in our subject for the

military at Fort Worth.

Many of these required special attention in processing, so he had

probably due to the massive reorganisation of the American combined army and airforce at
the time into separate units.

Until Mr Santilli came on the scene, the 1947 reels had
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remained in store gathering dust.

Opus Dei do not appear to have sued Dan Brown for its portrayal in his book unlike other

CIUFOR WEB SITE: The web site has now been reorganised by Ellis Taylor and has links
to the Oxfordshire crop circle site plus many others. Facilities are available to send e-mails

on other aspects of the "Da Vinci Code" are stretching the imagination to its limit, but the

so keep us informed of any UFO activity in your area or just send your thoughts. Please
This information will be on the front
www .contactinternational.co.uk
download on
inside cover from now on. Following comment received, nobody has indicated any great
enthusiasm to become an Internet only organisation - it would probably lose our identity
amongst the 45,100,000 websites listed by "Google" under "UFO" at the present lime!

It was fairly certain that the crop circle season
would start late in 2006 due to extremely cold conditions in March and April. However into
May the spring rapeseed crop has come and gone, and apart from a dubious basic formation
found near Alfriston in Sussex, nothing else has been confirmed in England. A couple of

CROP CIRCLES WHERE ARE YOU?

decent looking formations in barley have been seen in Italy which indicates activity is not
entirely redundant. It looks as if 2006 is the slowest start since the phenomenon began to
appear in the early 1980s. Lets hope for something very special later in the season.
AGONY CORNER: (Anti-establishment comment on latest scares and cover-ups).
"OPUS DEI" - FRIEND OR FOE:

The massive publicity surrounding the book and newly

released film of the "Da Vinci Code" has brought into the spotlight the highly controversial
Roman Catholic organisation/cult, "Opus Dei".

Author, Dan Brown, implies that Opus Dei

are a highly malevolent outfit who would stop at nothing to defend Roman Catholic
principles including the assassination of "heretics".

One particular Brown character, monk

Silas, is portrayed as being brainwashed, demented and a self-flagellant of the highest degree
who carries out several murders or attempts.

Another group of cardinals are seen as Mafia

style Godfathers who offer secret payments to assassins.

supposedly the development of Roman Catholic principles into everyday life.

The cult was

founded by a Spanish priest, Josemaria Escriva, in 1928, at a time when Spain was
undergoing a political upheaval which lead to the "Republic" being formed in 1931 and the
subsequent Civil War in 1936-9. Therefore much of Escriva's thinking laid down in his book
"THE WAY" is regarded as Fascist in philosophy.

It is also believed to be anti-homosexual

Members of Opus Dei look to be drawn from the higher ranks of society.

For instance, cabinet minister, Ruth Kelly, is a representative in Britain. What members get
up to apart from self- flagellating remains a bit of a mystery!

None-the-less Escriva has gone

down well with the Vatican, and was raised to the level of "Saint" by Pope John Paul 11 in
2002.

clever weaving of historical people and places into the story line has made it the best selling
book in the Western Hemisphere.

("The Da Vinci Code� approx. 150 minutes running time, starring Tom Hanks, Audrey
Tautau, and fan McKellan is now showing at main cinemas).
PORTON DOWN COMPENSATION: The relatives of the young airman, Ronald
Maddison, who died as a result of Ministry of Defence nerve gas trials back in 1953, have
been awarded £ 100,000 in compensation. It is likely that 300 other service volunteers who
have suffered chronic ill health since the trials will also shortly be receiving awards. Yes it
has taken over 50 years for justice to be served, but hopefully the MOD will not be able to
regard the lower ranks as "cannon fodder" in any future situation.

(See account in

Awareness Vo/ 27 No 1 ).
POWERFUL NEW BOOK IMMINENT:

For lovers of anti-establishment gossip and

philosophy, CIUFOR webmaster and abductee, Ellis Taylor, is publishing a full size work
entitled: "In These Signs Conquer" published June 2006.

Revealing the secret signs an Age has obscured, to be

This is a second publication following on from his work on

numerology, "Living in the Matrix".

Further details can be found on www.biggyboo.com

WHITE FlAG OF SURRENDER?

Something strange is happening in this green and

pleasant land - white flags have been going up on millions of homes, pubs, shops, cars and
any other form of conveyance you can think of.

Has a secret war broken out, and certain

individuals are being told to surrender or else? This looks serious - the white flags number
forgot to mention they have a red cross mounted on them as well.
Just joking of course - its the World Cup over in Germany, and that means the white flag
brigade will eat, sleep and think of nothing but FOOTBALL for the best part of a month.
No wonder UFO reports are in short supply - these folk have surrendered to the sacred cow
of football!
That's perfectly in order and totally harmJess in most cases, but shows new extreme social
trends are emerging.

At the last World Cup tournament in 2002, the white flags were less

than half the present number and didn't go up until the action got under way.
coverage then amounted to about 10 pages.

Newspaper

Now it appears to be 20 or more every day!

Players' wages have passed more than £100,000 a week in a limited number of cases - that's

The only recorded incident involving Opus Dei activities in relation to CIUFOR projects
goes back to the early 1990s when mysterious American student, Jim Schnabel, was cited as
being an operative for the organisation.

(and lost). We know Brown's conclusions

in their millions, and seem to cover every type of house or social class in the land. Oh,

In reality we know that Opus Dei simply translated from the Latin as "The Work of God" is

or homophobic.

writers who claimed he had plagiarised their work

Schnabel was particularly active in the crop circle

scene and was a known hoaxer. He was originally considered to be working for the CIA and
then it was suggested he might be involved with Opus Dei.

The Oxford Crop Circle Study

Group at the time were asked to keep an eye on the local Opus Dei headquarters as
Schnabel was known to be doing post-graduate work in Oxford and had lodgings there.
Absolutely nothing came of this and Schnabel returned to the States where he published the
highly satirical book "Around in Circles" which mocked many of the leading characters in
British crop circle research at the time. Further books have followed. Of course crop circles
have become bigger and better long since Schnabel departed.

around 25 times more than the British Prime Minister is earning! Have we got our priorities
wrong?

Many deserving sportsmen who will be representing Britain in less popular sports

like rowing, cycling and shooting at the next Olympic Games have to rely on sponsors and
lottery funding to enable them to spend sufficient time in training.

We have strange new

cults of celebrity drawn from the ranks of footballers, soap opera stars and drugged up
"supermodels".

Interest in politics, and traditional military parades seems to be fading from

the average British town.
We have to consider whether "seeing" UFOs was a cult fashion of the 1940s and 1950s and
like the "angels" of earlier times they had their day.

Whatever is truth - it changes from

decade to decade, but just lie back and enjoy the football for the moment!
================================================
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Date:
Place:

starboard wing of the aircraft almost as if it had fired something at the object.

SIGHTING REPORT

disappeared and so did the aircraft and was not sighted again.

By Data Research

Country:

1973
Aberdeen, Scotland

Later that same night he stated he saw an egg-shaped object which looked to be zig-zagging across

UK

the sky heading from east-west across the sea and out of sight this was at 2.00am.

16.20

Time:

A man remembers a sighting when he was a young lad coming home from school - he lived in a
very rural area and on reaching home his Mother requested him to bring in the washing. His eyes
were just below the clothes line, so he had to look up to take off the pegs and in doing so he first
heard a powerful engine noise, equal to that of a chain saw. As he was used to rural life he thought
it rather late for someone to be working at this hour but then the noise became louder and louder.

where the noise was coming from, he then saw an object rising out of the woods and floated above
the trees.

Date:

24/01/06

Country:

Place:

Cainscross, Nr. Stroud, Glos.,

Time:

UK
20.20

Mr E noted that on 24th January 2006 he was watching television when he became aware out of the
corner of his eye a brilliant red light travelling across the sky. He immediately went outside to see if

His eyes strayed over to the patch of woods which was approx % mile away, this indicated to him
The noise definitely came from this object, the continual rise in revs from the engine

stopped as soon as it had risen well above the wooded area.

The object then

The object then moved forward

he could identify it as an aircraft.
"There was no sound, and it was obviously not an aircraft as it was a single light and did not blink
like aircraft wing and fuselage lights do. It was travelling in a NW-SE direction at about 40m.p.h.

towards him but slightly to his left, it then stopped to his left.

then disappeared over the nearby hills. I observed it for about half a minute and would say it was on

There were no moving parts he commented and no lights, and then he realised it was a classic oval

noted the occurrence in his diary as it was so unusual.

a level trajectory" he states. He said the light was brilliant and did not vary in intensity. He actually

shaped UFO. He stated it was equal in shape and size and looked just like the UFO in the 1970's
Sci-fi series called "UFO". The only difference he could tell from that of the series was the UFO he
was actually seeing had no moving parts or lights.

edges, the colour was deep pinkish red, brilliant and appeared to sparkle he also states the night was
very clear although it was dark. He has in the past identified aircraft, meteors and comets etc., and

He said he had an absolute perfect view of the object which was above the farm buildings, he could
see underneath it and over the top of it.

The surrounding area is very rural and hilly and when he looked at the object there were no defined

He said it seemed to be "riveted together" and coloured

grey it actually did not look "high tee" to his way of thinking and was slightly disappointed.
then stated he saw white writing along its side - it looked like Russian.

He

He ran inside to get his

mother and shouted there is a UFO out there and grabbing her arm to get her outside to see it. His
mother, brother and sister came outside and they all just stood looking at it.

has also watched eclipses, therefore this was something he had never seen and struck him as
unusual.

His mother then

became agitated and told them all to go inside and sit and watch the TV and not to go outside again.
They all ate their supper and non of them ventured outside but they did go out later in the evening to
see if it was still there, but by then it was too dark to see.

(Received on our website with Thanks to Mr AW)

Date:

approx 1998

Country:

Place:

Salford, Manchester

Time: approx 8.30am

UK

"My friend and I were walking to school when we spotted something in the sky. It was shaped like
a saucer and it was just hovering about 1OOft above an old spire, then all of a sudden another one

They often discussed this episode and many years later his mother said she never saw a thing and
became scared because her son was so agitated all she could recall was it was dark and that there
was a red light on the horizon.

appeared and they were there for about 10 seconds and then shot off at the speed of light. I never
thought much about it afterwards because everyone I've told ever since has just laughed at me. The
location of my sighting was on the corner of Trafford Road, and Eccles New Rd in Salford,
Manchester"

After the incident the young boy became ill and was hospitalised losing the use in his leg, there was
no corroborative evidence to say this was connected -Qnly by the time scale as it happened very
shortly after the sighting.

Date:

05/07/1989

Country:

Place:

Blackpool, Lanes

Time:

UK
23.05

Mr A was driving his taxi in Blackpool and as he was pulling up to a junction he saw a large orange
ball appear in the sky just in front of him.

It was glowing and hovering and as he looked at it

everything seemed to be still and silent around him, he then saw it suddenly move to another part of
the sky in a split second and watched it hover again for a few seconds then moved again to near the
Blackpool Tower. At that point he saw a Tornado F3 fly across the prom and past the tower at low
level, but there was no sound and as it passed the Tower he saw a line of smoke come from the

Received on the website with Thanks to "penguin"

Date:

11/05/2006

Country:

Place:

Banna

Time:

Pakistan
not stated

This witness had a Nokia 6680 and took an interesting picture when he was in a rural area in
Pakistan. He is a relief worker for the earthquake and has been there about 6 months. The photo
was taken when he was on his way back from one of the areas where he was operating from and just
wanted a to take a normal mo�tain view photo. It was when it was downloaded onto his computer
be saw this unusual object in ih� pi£ture near the mountains. He converted the photo into negative
mode and normal jpeg fdtmat: k is clearly shown on the negative as an object but unfortunately too
far away to distinguish whether it is a conventional craft. It certainly has the look of a UFO in shape
but it is subject to conjecture as to what exactly it could be.
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Date:

15/07/1999

Country:

Place:

Bletchingdon Oxon

Time:

UK
19.00

Statement 1
1
On Saturday evening 215 November 1998 myself, my husband and my youngest son left our house to
walk down to the local village school which was holding a music fund raising event at about 7.OOpm
It was a dry night with high cloud cover. As we were walking we passed two local boys who were
looking up at the sky. When I looked up I saw a large circle of lights up in the clouds. We joked with
the boys as we went passed about "aliens".
When we reached the school the lights were still there. They seemed to be over Heathfield area. Several
of the villagers were stood outside the school looking up. Someone suggested they may have been lasers
bouncing on the clouds from the ground, but we could not see any beams going up it was just a perfect
circle of lights that were not moving. They were still present at the interval an hour and a half later, but
by 10.30pm when we left the concert they had gone.
Statement 2
I was walking to the village school and looked up and saw some lights. I joked and said look there are
some UFO's and thought nothing more of it. The lights looked like they were going around in circles
just like a UFO. As I walked to the school some young lads said it was a lazer show from Heathfield.

Date:
Place:

14/01106

Country:

Newcastle u Lyme, Staffs.

Time:

UK
18.30-18.45

At around 18.30 on the 1 41h January 2006 I noticed a very bright light come over the distant horizon.
The object climbed in altitude travelling very slowly. As it got higher it became fainter in brightness.
The object eventually became stationary, became more faint until appearing to vanish.

Due to the

distance from my flat it was not possible to estimate size or speed of the object. The area over which I
observed the sighting is approximately 4 miles away.
Shortly after the first object disappeared a second one appeared in exactly the same place and behaved in
the same way as the first one. A third and final object appeared and again behaved in exactly the same
way. The sightings of all 3 objects took place over a period of 15 minutes. The objects were very bright

Date:
Place:

02/09/2005
Dalton Huddersfield

Country:
Time:

UK
21.10

(white) at the beginning- becoming fainter before vanishing. They climbed straight up into the sky,
then became stationary towards the end of the sighting.. I did on one occasion see several years ago a
hovering white light but it was not reported.

(The witness was male)

Two witnesses saw an obj ect shaped like a chevron and which had a "rippling" appearance
travelling at great speed.

They could hear two passenger jet aircraft in the vicinity but this object

emitted no sound. As it passed overhead it gave the impression as if it was "behind rippled glass"
and was at an approx height of 1 OOOft.

They only saw the object for a few seconds but it was

coloured dull orange (not very bright) travelling in a straight line from t:ast to west. The sky was
fairly clear and they describe the objects movements as being very rapid.

Fainter light as it rose up

0
'

'

'

Horizon very bright light-------------------------------

-0.

---------------------------------

================================================
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There are significant differences in reporting with Yorkshire being the top county and most

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE- RELEASED UFO INFORMATION

of those are from the North Riding. Also these reports are not dependent on one particular

by Data Research

night/day of high activity as is the case for one or two other counties.

A significant amount of recent UFO information was placed on the Internet by the MOD in
February 2006.

Ironically there are no reports from Oxfordshire where CIUFOR is based!

This amounted to concise charts of all their reported UFO sightings for the

years 2002-5, and a full exposure of the replies they have sent to enquirers under the
Freedom of Information Act.

We have attempted an analysis of their 2005 listings which

amounted to 158 UFO reports, plus copies of some of the Freedom of Information
responses.

The latter unfortunately contain the usual "buck passing" scenario typical of the

Ministry.

However the release of this information is a major step forward and prevents
"paranoia" building up compared to the old "30 year rule" situation. Where this leaves the
Government "cover-up" now is really up to you - reader. Let us have your comments.
The direct route to the F.O. I releases on the Internet is found on

www.foi.mod.uk

Total number of reports: 158

2005 ANALYSIS:
Totals by month:

January:

10

February:

27

March:

5

April:

9

May:

3

June:

5

July:

3

August:

11

September:

19

October:

22

November:

8

December:

7

Unclassified: 29
Most significant events of 2005:
20th February:

Daylight sighting clO.OO of blue ball object possibly with trail.

Twelve

reports are entered for this day from several areas in the southern half of England.
1Oth September: Five reports from Loughton, Essex of 3 glowing orbs seen in the sky for an
hour between 21.00 and 22.00.
14th September:

Seven reports from Fife/Perthshire, Scotland of 3-6 bright white lights
moving in circles - mostly seen around 21.00.
16th October:

Seven reports mainly from Yorkshire of fireball with a trail or exploding

lights. Strangely these were reported over a 4 hour time span from 19.30 to 23.45.
Times (where given):
Midnight to 06.00

12

06.01 to 12.00

12.01 to 18.00

13

18.01 to 24.00

13

70
The findings are entirely in line with previous CIUFOR analysis that most UFOs are
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reported between 6 pm and midnight when illumination is likely to be spotted and most of
the population are awake.
UFO reoorts by Countv or Region (where given):
23 - Yorkshire, 12 - Essex, 6 - Somerset, 5 - Cambridge, Kent, Lincoln, London, Shrops,
4 - Fife, Glamorgan, South Wales, 3 - Berks, Dorset, Gloucester, Perthshire, Sussex.
2 - Ayrshire, Bucks, Cornwall, Cumbria, Cleveland, Derby, Devon, Gwent, Hants, Northants,
North Wales, Staffs, Surrey, Suffolk.
1 - Borders, Clwyd, Cheshire, East Lothian, Humberside, Leicester, Merseyside, Middlesex,
Norfolk, N. Ireland, Notts, Pembroke, Strathclyde.
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Request 5
What's Area 5 1 and why do u say its not there when we have photos

Reguest 7
I want to receive the document of UFO written by SF4.

videos. What do they do in there?. Also have you really communicated
with aliens?.
Response
I am writing concerning your request for information about Area 5 1 and

contact with Aliens. Your enquiry has been passed to me as this office is
the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about
unidentified flying objects (UFOs).
Questions about Area 51 are a matter for the US Government. I suggest
therefore that you may wish to look at the US Department of De fense
website www.defcnselink.mil/pubs/foi/ which includes details of how to

Response
I am writing with reference to your e-mail of 1 0 February 2005 in which
you requested "to receive the document of UFO, written by SF4."
J should inform you that this department holds details of UFO sightings
reported to the MOD and public correspondence about UFOs (some of
which also contain sighting reports) spanning a 25 year period. Further,

these records are not held electronic lly, but are filed on paper files in the
order in which they were received. Before any of this information can be
released personal data has to be removed in accordance with the Data

make a request for information in accordance with the US Freedom of
Information Act.

Protection Act 1 998. Clearly, if we were to process copies of all these
records the costs would quickly exc ed the permitted £600 limit set for
compliance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and as provided

With regard to your question about whether the Ministry of Defence has

by Section 1 2 of the Act, the Ministry of Defence is not obliged to
comply with your request. If howe er, if you could be more specific

communicated with Aliens, the answer to this is no. The Ministry of

about the informatior:t you are seeking we may be able to assist you

Defence does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying
saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of
extraterrestrial lifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. I
should add that to date the Ministry of Defence knows of no evidence
which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena. The
Ministry of Defence examines any reports of 'UFOs' it receives solely to
establish whether what was seen might have some defence significance;
namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from
an external source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such
evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported
sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as
aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not
the function of the Ministry of Defence to provide this kind of aerial
identification service. We could not justify expenditure of public funds on
investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
If you wish to see the information the Ministry of Defence has already
published on UFOs please see the MOD Freedom oflnformation Act

In the meantime, you may wish to be aware that there is already some
information about UFOs available f4 r public viewing. MOD files on
UFOs were routinely destroyed after 5 years until 1 967 when they were
generally preserved for The National Archives. A few have survived

before 1 967 and these together with records up to 1 977 are now available
for viewing. The National Archives can be contacted at Ruskin A venue,

Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or by telephone on 020 8 876 3444 .
The National Archives also have a website giving information about the

records they hold and how to access them. This can be found on the
intemet at http://www .nationalarchives.go.uk. The Ministry of Defence
Freedom of Information Publication Scheme also contains documents
relating to the well known events in Rendlesharn Forest, Suffolk in 1980
and the final report of the Flying Saucer Working Party in 19 5 1 . These
can be accessed via the intemet at http://www.foi.mod.uk. A search in
the Scheme under 'UFO' will take you to this information. We are
looking to see if further information can be made available to the public
and we are currently compiling a database of reports which we intend to
publish in the MOD Freedom of Information Publication Scheme at the
end of June 2005.

Publication Scheme at www.foi.mod.� and search under UFO.
I hope this is helpful.
I hope this is helpful.

�

----� ·
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Request 1 7
Please could you let me know the number of UFO sightings reported by
the public in the last 50 years.

Request 1 0
I would like the details o f all the reported Triangular UFO sightings
between March 1 st 1 998 and the end of April 1 998.

Response
Thank you for your e-mail of 1 6 January concerning the number of UFO
sightings reported in the last 50 years. Your request has been passed to

�

this department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of efence
.
for correspondence regarding UFOs. Your request has been considered m
accordance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
Please find attached a list of the number of UFO sighting reports received
by the MOD since 1 959. We do not hold figures before 1 95 . These
.
.
figures are not held by source (i.e. members of the pubhc, mthtary,

�

civilian pilots, air traffic controller, police etc) so these show the total
nwnber of reports received per year from all sources.
I hope this is helpful. If this information does not address your
.
requirements or you wish to complain about an� aspe�t of the hB?dhng of
this request, then you should contact the understgned m the first mstan�e.
.
Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an mternal revtew
by contacting the Director of lnformation Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD
·

Main Building, Whitehall, SW l A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you

�ay take your

complaint to the Information Commissioner under the provtstons of

Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act. Please note the
Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD
internal process has been completed. Further details of the role and
powers of the Information Commissioner can be found on the
Commissioner's website, p_!_t:Q://WF._W..J!!fonnationcotpmis§.ion�Q..Y.!.Y.k.
Attachment

Figures from before 1959 are not available.
N.B. The figures below relate to the number of reports, received by the Ministry of
Defence, of aerial activity which was not immediately identifiable to the witness.
They should not be taken to reflect sightings of "UFOs/flying saucers".

1960 - 3 1

1961 - 71
1962 - 46
1963 - 51
1964 - 74
1965 - 56
1966 - 95
1967 - 362
1 968 - 280

1970 - 181
1971 - 379
1972 - 201
1973 - 233
1974 - 177
1975 - 208
1976 - 200
1977 - 435
1978 - 750

] 979 - 550
1980 - 350
1981 - 600
1982 - 250
1983 - 390
1984 - 214
1985 - 177
1986 - 120
1987 - 150
1988 - 397

1 989 - 258
1990 - 209
1991 - 1 17
1992 - 147
1993 - 258
1994 - 250
1995 - 373

We have examined all our available UFO reports and correspondence
files for the period you have stated and have found a total of three reports
which are relevant to your request. One of these was the report you made
on 1 0 April l 998. The details of the other two are as follows;
1 800 on 4 Marc h 1 99 8 to 0600 on 5 March 1 998
The MOD did not directly receive any UFO reports, but a U FO group
informed us that they had received reports from some of their members.
There were several different descriptions of what was seen but some of
these described the object as being a dull grey or black triangular object,
about the size of a conventional passenger jet, or sma11er, with pane11ing
or grooves underneath. Some of those reporting this described a low
rumbling noise and others, no apparent engine noise. These sightings
were between Mansfield (Nottinghamshire) and Shirebrook (Derbyshire).
0 1 00 to 0430 on 1 6 April 1 998
MOD received a report of a large triangular object with flashing green
and red lights seen in the area of Regents Park and Baker Street, London.
Enquiries revealed that there was a Search and Rescue helicopter in the
area involved in the movement of a casualty to St Mary's Hospital.

requirements or you wish to complain about any aspect of the handling of
this request, then you should contact the undersigned in the first instance.
Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an internal review
by contacting the Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD

TO THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

1969 - 228

with the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

I hope this is useful. If this information does not address your

NUMBERS OF "UNEXPLAINED" AERIAL SIGHTINGS REPORTED

1959 - 22

Resoonse
th
your correspondence dated 30 December 2004 concerning reported
Triangular UFO sightings between I 51 March 1 998 and the end of April
1 998 has been considered to be a request for information in accordance

1996 - 609
\ 997 - 425
1998 - 193
1999 - 229
2000 - 2 1 0
2001 - 203
2002 - 100
2003 - 99
2004 - 85

Main Building, Whitehall, London SW 1 A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your
complaint to the Information Commissioner under the provisions of
Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act. Please note that the
Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD
internal review process has been completed.
= = === = =
= = = = = = = ==== = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = === = = =
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UFOs - MEL NOEL'S SABRE ENCOUNTER OVER I DAHO

I n the year 1 953 USAF Sabre pilot, Mel Noel, who had graduated as

pilot just too late for

fly in very t ight diamond formations, which he hated, since he was always in the very difficult
Having practiced for some time they were given F86 Sabres with no machine

guns, only visual and infra red cam ras in the places where the guns should be.

The long

term plan after training was that they could be stationed at Washington D.C for the purpose
of being a "saucer scramble el ite".
During the training on one day, they were di rected out to Idaho and found du ring their
practice that 16 flying discs had appeared which split into groups · o f 4.

They then for 8

min utes or more experienced a baffling display from the objects some of which split into two
d u ri ng the flight.

He asked "Do you believe in God?" and they replied on radio:

1 50 billion Universes and many forms and orders of gods in each one of them."
a

action in the Korean War, was transferred to a new job in the western Un ited States. There
he was sworn to secrecy and shown with the other crews numerous pictur s of all types of
U FOs, so me military and some shots confiscated from civil ians. They we re told that this was
so secret they could not even mutter about it to themselves. Afterwards they were trained to
box position.

could be happening.

"We

believe in the almighty power o f the Universe --- You m ust understand that there are over

by M ichael Soper

The appearance was of huge diS<.--s, about 1 80ft in diamete r and about

30-40 ft in thickness. The objects could fly at 3,000 miles an hour and stop i nstantly. There
was of cou rse no smell reported.
Keeping to constant speed they performed every manoeuvre they could, j ust to obtain
pictures and almost totally fai led. The only i nstrument indication of the pre ence of the
discs was a slight deviation of the compass. Note there was some debate about the thickness
since when these stopped the central region increased in thickness as the "cabin" emerged
upwards from the discs, apparently to take fresh observations. At the end of this tou r de
fo rce the objects l ined up l i ke a string of pearls and vanished in the distance undeviatingly.
When the pilots returned to base they were debriefed and then threatened with dire
consequences in the event that t hey talked about what they had experienced in the flight.
This experiment was effectively repeated on March 5th 2004 when two clusters of 3 - 4
objects but only 3 on the local radar were detected. Jets with i n fra red and visual film
cameras were scrambled by the Mexican ai rforce resu lting in the release of a widely
p ublished film and sti l l photographs of these objects seen over the Gulf of Mexico. The jets

Asked

about life in the cosmos they said: " Li fe always originates in the interior of planets", and
whilst this was before the contacts of Adamski in California, " I nside the Spaceships", they
replied concerning who they were.

"Our crews are from planets known to you as Ven us,

J upiter, M ercury, Mars and the 'Head Tribunal Planet' (by which they mean Saturn).

How

many times have we heard in other contexts "Saturn is t he Tri bunal for This System"?
There were many other commu nications o f this nature and the flight crews were absolute ly
terrified. On exiting the landed planes which they tried to run from - they fo und themselves
on all fours and crawling towards the mess.
discuss the communications".

They were told explicitly by the chief - "Do not

When years later Noel discussed this to his dad, he replied:

"That's all in OAH PSE (a channelled book), you find that stuff in there".
Now given the recent discoveries and apparent measurements of Venus, Mercury, Mars,
Saturn and Titan, what are we to make of these communications? The answer is very simple
- TH EY ARE I NSIDE OUT, (yet focus around something small, powerful and quadruped what kind of being that is, I have no idea) l i ke the beings I encountered when young and

stil l remember.
The planets and satellites are l ike generating vorticities for the energy they need (just l i ke
the electron probabilities round the nucleus. Without the n ucleus this dynamic and fabulous

structure cannot exist. Referring to this as the "Balmer Series" is almost l ike a crime. The
great offence of current education is the downgrading of psychics and others that not being
i nstitutional scientists they are not qualified to comment on the subject. In this connection
remember that when a man barks - he hasn't got words to say).
And since the planets empower them, they can talk about from this and that planet yet have
completely diffe rent form from us, yet as I say need a substrate of material form. Th us for
them I NTERIORS ALL CON NECT and they truthfully say that all life comes from the
i n teriors o f planets.
Later on the Colonel, back in Idaho, stated that there had at that time been many
commun ications of this type, and the truths that staff had been told were completely at odds

were out looking for drug traffickers in operation.

with the knowledge base o f their official duties, and hence all this was bei n g h ushed up and

Concerning the 1 953 event - the objects when they first appeared were fuzzy and had an

the cover-up and would appear to amount to official cowardice.

aura around them.

Du ring the episode they started to resemble discs more and more

closely.
On the second encounter with the discs, which happened after several more
formation (diamond) flying practices over Idaho (the technical reason for a diamond
fonnation is that it can split into a line dive attack in both directions ) and during this event

not released. (Possibly because it was deemed subversive).

This was the second reason for

Look at the facts this way.
M e l Noel says thay are telepathic, but if presented to a
neuroscientist he wil l explain from on high that since the voltages produced in the brain are
all so tiny, this type of communication cannot happen.

Yet to the one person to whom this

Mel says there were 5 discs which this time were oscillating both left and right and up and

does happen, the neuroscientist is the one person who has become disqualified by trade to

down, and at their request they were supplied with buttons o n the joysticks to operate the
cameras rather than the automatic system they had before. The discs ahead of them did not

be� me �rge and perhaps small voltages become huge, j ust as understanding electrons they

tilt when t u rning as ai rcraft m ust - they kept the same o rientation of their axis and just went
round these amazingly tight corners. At this time Noel had to change the coding of h is radio
channel on instructions and was surprised to find that a voice, slow and non-human, was
talking on this wavelength. On being quizzed by one of the pilots, the flight leader, a ground
based cojonel, revealed he was asking questions IN HIS M I N D and did not know how this

assess this.

!

I magine inside out l i fe forms aro und the animal nature, and small distances

say mfimties crop up u nless they are banned by the institution (infinite sel f energy) by the
crude artifice of not considering distances - only angles (so-cal led normalisation) and t h is is
standard electron theory.
Hence from an enlightened point of view, the following professions are uniquely disqualified
from

tel l ing

anyone

about

their

own

"evert"

mental

phenomena:

Neurosu rgeons,
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hemotheropists, Neuroscientists, Behavioural Shrinks, non-Jungian Psychothe rapists,
Freudian Psychiatrists and all those who measure us until the everted "soul" of each can
hardly connect (being based on differences of probabilities, rather than the averages o f
them). W e should a l l object a s sentient bei ngs from being sent t o these bone men, because
the understanding of mind science is far more likely to arrive from the "Council of N i ne",
than these meddlers who cannot see the difference between a sel forganising radio

forced by the successive strokes of lightning and this chap happened to be i n the ve ry
restricted area of both the level of the lightning and where these jets impinged.
There may have been many such unreported incidents and there are many cases of
unexplained accidents to ai rcraft in

apparently still air in

flight some distance

from

thu nderstorm areas which may have been caused by some violent disturbance eau ed by such

programme, and a radio set. However I will say surgeons often do good su rgery, and a
person with a shell fragment in their skull does need this blinke red kind of expert.

jets. I ligh voltage discharge in thermonuclear research show similar characteristics.

There is a rumour that many years ago the in habitants of Earth were aware of invisible

lightn ing arising from a point on the ground meets a secondary stroke of lightning that

beings living alongside them and decided they were hostile as they held up progress.

indicates positive ions are active i n a discharge channel.

They

No h igh pressure discharge in practice is free of gas flow.

Photographs showing a stroke of

decided to leave; yet had a problem, off Earth - they had problems contin uing in normal
consciousness of the world around (though odd "awareness tapes" always seemed to run for

In another incident observers saw what appeared to have been luminous material ejected

awhile), and they found they had to return to Earth (and tend plants or kill animals) to

from lightning fol lowed by discharge from the ionised matter i nto zones of opposite charge.

continue the i r consciousness. They were not h uman beings and had three lobed brains.

If a stream of ionised air is ejected from the lightning discharge channel and approaches the
ground a (charge opposite sign) would be indicated in the latter, and if the jet stream has

Concerning the "ordering and synchronising" of small voltages, note that in Awareness, Vol

sufficient velocity and charge, a steady discharge would take place which may be luminous.

24 No 3 the fact was noted that in the countries where the greatest variety of brain speed

This seems a reasonable explanation to me of certain types o f ball lightning offe ri ng further

altering drugs were consumed also tended to enter larger n u mbers of U FO reports

evidence of discharge generated jets.

(by brain

A similar process would occur in an encounter

speed is meant alpha speed and power) , and since seeing a U FO in our view means that the

between two oppositely charged streams of air as indicated by another theory of ball

U FO is there and the person has the same frequency, we might consider that these changing

lightning.

chemicals are very relevant and affect brain rhythms.
forces?

Do U FOs respond to desynchronising
For example Chile,

Jets travelling in a roughly vertical direction i n the upper atmosphere produced by a stroke

Netherlands, Iceland, Costa Rica use little Methylphen idate (active trank) and report few

There is evidence that certain drugs cause this to happen.

of ligh tning seem likely to give rise to a phenomenon which I would like to describe as a

U FOs, whereas the states which use at least 1 0 times the amount per capita report very

meteorological flying object or M . F.O for short.

many.

l i kely to be trained in a compressed charge channel and this wou ld cool and condense i n the

I recommend Mel Noel's " I nside Story of U SA F secrecy on U FO's" (Saucerian) as a

particularly conspicuous when lit by morning or evening sunlight, and their shape and

fascinating report which indicates that 'involuntary channelling' by U SAF officialdom may

position would constantly change so that i f they were seen from high flying aircraft it would

have played a role in the almost ashamed cover up policy promulgated. Some were told that

be very difficult to judge their distance and velocity.

upper atmosphere.

An appreciable mass of water vapou r is

Such streaks of misty material following a parabolic projectory would be

whilst a "master" was the highest form of physical intelligence the next step is a "God
Aether" - that is evertion happens, and is maintained.

How might your local officialdom

react to this disclosure?

An interesting situation arises i f the water vapour in such streaks of mist freezes.

The solid

particles at the head of the moving column would encounter atmospheric conditions and
their speed would reduce more than that of the following particles causing the ice to bunch

(Note Idaho has 2 air force bases - AFBs - Gowan near Boise named after Lt Paul Gowan
who died in a BJO crash in July 1938, and is home of the 124th Tactical Reconnaissance
group and the 189th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron flying RF4Cs and C131d. The
second is Mountain Home, which houses the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing, 2036th
Communications Squadron, 513th Field Training Detachment and several others amongst
which is AFOS/ Det 200Z "AFOSI" stands for Air Force office of Scientific Intelligence.
Mountain home is under the Tactical Air Command.)
================================================

This is not actually satisfactory in

describing many of the incidents since hailstones do not fall as single isolated lumps of ice
and aircraft did not exist at the time when most of these observations were recorded, and
they produce q uite different ice specimens from those found.

powerful stroke of lightning.

by Jim Rayner*

The layers are formed by the variation in density of the

discharge channel because of the intermittent nature of the stroke of lightning, each layer

a man saw a stonn i n a valley below him about 3km away

and he heard thunder. A few seconds later he felt a blast of hot air so powe rful that he had
to lean against it and this occurred 3 times in the next few seconds.
people on the mountain near to him rushed away to shelter.

Many cases of the fall of large l umps of ice have been reported and are often considered to
have been large hailstones or falls from ai rcraft.

The ice can be formed from water vapour entrained in the discharge channel of a single

ATMOSPHERIC MYSTERIES

At Puymary i n Central France

together forming a solid l ump which would eventually fall to the ground shortly after the
stroke of l ightning responsible for the formation of the jet.

He noticed other

I think that the jets of air were

being equivalent to 50- 1 00 metres (m) of channel.

The total length of the channel would

therefore have been some 2.5 to 5.0 kilometres (km).

The total weight of the ice lump is

estimated to have been 1 .4 kilograms (kg) from deductions about i ts probable size.
The interval of 9 minutes between the flash of lightning and the crash of a large ice lump
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can be obtained by many combinations o f the probable val ues o f height and velocity o f the
Initial height f jet is 6kms; vertical sp ed 550
jet stream as in the following example:
metres per second (ms); calculated time to reac h top of projectory - approx 56 seconds;
vertical distance to top of projectory is 1 5.5 km; total height is 21 .4 km; terminal velocity
44.4 ms minus one or 1 60 km pe r hour. Calculated time to fall to this velocity is 4.5 secs;
distance dropped l OOm.

Time to fall remaining distance to the ground is 480 secs.

Total

time from jet formation to ground contact is the sum of the 3 times given which is
approximately 540 seconds or 9 min utes.
NOC...I ILUCENT CLOUDS:

These are tenuous but sometime

brilliant clouds which occur

very high in the atmosphere. They are also sometimes called l umino us night clouds. They
tend to be observed in t he high latitudes 1 5 and above. Around midnight in the summer
months the noctilucent clouds are encountered at altitud s of between 85 and 95 km and
may be moving anywhere between 100 to 300 knots.

Strong polarisation of light from such

clouds is noted and measurements indicate that these clouds are composed of particles which
have a radius in the order o f 1 0.5cm. Although there is more to learn about the
phenomenon of noctilucent clouds they are firmly establish ed as a natural occurrence which
can be expected to appear periodically. The relevance of such sightings (which are not
particularly common) is obvious in relation to certain Lits reports
Brighter clouds in the above catagory can be seen in lower areas of the sky. It is thought
this is due to h uman activity - pol l ution etc. However the upper sky area has a filter that is
the Van Alien Belt which is most interesting as it is thinning down and this gives high
altitude clouds a glow - an atmospheric shimme ring.
*

Arnold, Notts. C J U FO R I nvestigator.

================================================

FORUM AND LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
It seems that triangular U FOs are all the rage in the Northern Hemisphere, but down here
where I live ( RSA) - just as down under in Australia, U FOs per se are not only rare but
they are usually round or, on occasion, cigar shaped.
However I had one sighting in 1 996 which m ight just help explain the "isosceles" phenomena.
I saw a disc pacing a Hoeing 737 as i t passed over Kimberl ey; the said disc appeared as large
in diameter as the Boeing's wingspan. After about a minu te the disc stopped dead and then
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737, and back to a disc - as if to say "There stick that in your pipe and smoke it!"

We both

saw it and neither of us were drunk!
Question: Was the Hoeing 737 i t was pacing in the first sighting a real ai rcraft or was it the
second U FO j ust pacing along?

AJI of which makes it impossible to judge either altitude,

speed, actual size or shape. Or, to put it another way, that was my only triangular U FO, or
was it? I only know that if ever I get to meet them face to face, I shall not believe a single
word they say!
Ray Martin, Modder River, Republic of South Africa.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Dear Editor,
Hey most interesting indeed, we are pleased to have seen a response to articles published in
recent editions of AWAREN ESS, firstly in the October issue 2005 and again in the February
issue 2006.
We must point out first that Mr Bastick of Rhoose, South Glamorgan states quite firmly that
he knew nothing about the London protest in question, but Mr Malco l m Robinson of
Carshalton, Surrey states also firmly that he gave "by golly" a lot of radio and TV interviews
prior and after the event - wel l news to me, I heard none of these but was there on the day
in question.
This to me was far more important than missing the boat, so to speak. It's l ike sh utting the
gates after the horse has bolted, and one other point - I don't answer to any man, certainly
when it comes to making a decision to try to make an impact on secrecy which exists
whether we like it or not.
Further more o u r delegates who attended the London Demo' back in October 1 995 did not
expect to discover Alien captures or U FOs - j ust a determined presence to prove a point,
and I still stand by my letter which you hold on file which pleased us here in Leeds to see
truth published (Fact).
On other issues such as B U FO RA snoozing - in our opinion we will keep U fology alive here
in o u r organisation in Leeds.
so be it.

If other groups and organisations decide to throw the towel in,

All you need is a good strong team, dedicated to U fology and not in i t for

monetary gain, and if persons out there made enqui ries, they wou ld find us - that is if they

i t flew back to where I had first seen it. I paid no further attention to the Boeing, but I then
noticed a second disc high above the first. I t later went s traight up until it disappeared and
the original disc moved off slowly eastwards until it moved behind a building and I could see

could be bothered to do so !

it no more.

Editor: Positively the last word on this subject!

A friend who had been standing with me was really excited and couldn't wait to get home
and tel l his wife all about it. I saw him again the next day. "What did your wife have to say
about the sighting?" I asked. "Oh," he replied, "She made me feel like a real Ufologist - she

Dear Editor,

called me a bloody liar!"

which appeared at Girnigliano, in Ascoli Piceno which is in the south of the Marche Region,

Several days later, another friend pointed out a disc to me . I t was approachi ng us from the
south and as we watched it altered shape to a sphere, then a TRIANGLE, then a Boeing

Peter Cliffe, I nternational Editor, I FONPRA U K, Leeds.

I am sending you articles and enclose photographic material concerning "The sacred Face"
ITALY.

In 1 988, February 4th, about 1 1 .45am, a visitor to the area was shooting a polaroid

camera towards the Ascension mountain, close to the Grotto o f the Apparitions where
BVMs (Blessed Virgin Mary sightings) and U FO activity has been reported since 1 948 to
recent times. One of the images obtained was that of the Sacred Face of Christ from a
religious point of view.
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Some time ago, reading the Geo rge C. Andrews book: "Extraterrestrial Friends and Foes"
there is an additional mystery invoving the Face of Gi migliano.
there only

FILM R EVIEW - "ALI EN AUTOPSY"
Wamer Brothers, Ccrt 12A, Sta rring '�nt and Dec'� Running Time 100 minutes.

Inside the book of 450 pages

2 photographs - one is the famous crystal skull and the second is the Face, not

the one already mentioned but stated to be a polaroid picture take by an abductee Italian,
Mau rizio Cavallo who was contacted by a race of "Blondes".
images the same?

So are these very similar

It is not clear i f Andrews or Cavallo had any knowledge o f the story of

Gi m igl iano and the image of the Sacred Face, so this needs to be sorted out.

I have written

to the publishing house in the USA, but the letter has come back stat in g the author's
whereabouts are "unknown ". I need to get in contact with the abducted Cavallo and the
author, Andrews, to explain to them the story o f Gimigliano!

Is it possible that any of you r

members knows their address i n the USA? Thankyou for you r kind attention.
Antonio Fabrizi, Via R.Sanzio, 45 - 60035 J ES I (AN), ITALY

(Editor: Can anybody help ? Above description is an edited transcript which I hope conveys
the correct meaning. See the image produced by Cavallo below.)

MAU RICE CAVALLO
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What mystifies me is who suggested that the whole sorry saga from 1 995 might turn out to
be suitable material for a tongue-in-cheek feature film? As it is, "Al ien A utopsy" works well
on screen wi th our two impish television presenters taking the main roles.

All the other

parts seem to be played by actors un known to me. Some of the cast fit in with Ray Santilli's
original version of events, but there are a n umber of OTT characters especially scripted to
enhance the comic aspects of the film.

For example, Declan Donnelly, as Santilli is involved

with an o utrageous camp character who looks nearly 7ft tall compared to the diminutive
Dec. Together wi th his black man--se rvant this pair tend to steal the show when on screen.
Santilli offers to sel l the edited film to our gian t friend, but is petrified he wil l realise a
faked up version is being offered.

In the event he is totally convinced by the seam !

·��·. ·;
.. SACRED FAC E.. , GIMIGLIANO

BODY O F EVIDENCE

• . •

stars Ant, left, and Dec a t this week's premiere oftheir movie

The original concept is maintained - that Santilli was h unting old Elvis Presley footage in the
backwaters of the USA, when he stumbled across the "Alien Autopsy" films offered by a ve ry
old, mystery photographer who was present at the 1 947 Roswel l aftermath. What we didn't
know back i n 1 995 that the origi � al reels of film that seemed OK i n sunny Florida began to
_
detenorate as soon as they got mto the damp British climate. Only 5% of the stock was
useable according to Santi lli.

Thus we have a great piece of British comedy when Santill i,

Shoefield and the _i r motley crew fake up the footage in a back street flat somewhere in
North London.

�

Later i � t e scripted v� rsi ? n, the bogus film is being toted aro u nd America and a major TV
.
.
p u ndit ms•s!s on m te r:' 1ewmg the actual cameraman of the 1 947 footage who has never been
.
named ongmally or smce. I n desperation, Santilli and Shoefield get hold o f a tatty looking
down-and-out off the streets of Los Angeles and pose him as the "cameraman".

It so turns

? ut that this chara� ter was a former actor fallen on hard times and actually makes a splendid
_
JOb of It. M eanwhi le the real cameraman is shown elsewhere swearing and cursing seeing h is
fake sel f on television !
The film ends with a sequence of black and white shots of m i l i tary personnel surrounding
Maurice Cavallo, an abductee who was i n contact wit h the "Blondes", shot the above
photograph shortly after being released by the al iens.
white wall in his l ibrary.

Cavallo photographed a section o f

W h e n he blew-up t h e film, t h i s image appeared which seemed to

have been i mpressed on the wall.

what looks l i ke the "al ien" body on a stretcher or trolley. Could these be original? The
.
trouble now I S that over half the Ant and Dec film has been invented to cause amusement
so

�

attempting to extract any truths from it is a waste of time. Only Ray Santilli really know

what happened back in 1 995

- so

let's leave it at that!

Geoff Ambler
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A crucial difference between Jason's experiences and those o f the case studies recorded by

BOOK REVIEW

"JASON MY

Mack and others, is that Jason appears to have undergone little or no hypnotic regression

I O CH I LD"

therapy.

IND G

In "Abduction", the former Harvard psychiatrist, John E Mack, describes his research thus:
"What is unique to the investigation of the abduction phenomenon - is the necessity for
h uman consciousness to expand in order to allow us the capacity to- -conceive beyond our
present technological abilities a n d perceptions of reality -"
-This process can be, and usually is, a very frightening one. One of the troubling paradoxes
of the human condition is our strange resistance to having our horizons broadened. Those
who are cursed to attempt it have an unfortunate habit of being crucified fo r their efforts,
sometimes literally.

Fortunately, no such extremities have yet been visited upon today's subject, though his family
migh t disagree. His public profile is still relatively low, partly for these reasons. His initial
experiences with representatives o f the press (which I most assuredly are not) were negative
to say the least).
A boy of thirteen at the time
the general consensus among o u r
- t o g e t a few more early nights and
muckraking friends was that Jason probably just needed
perhaps learn some manners!

No mere "abductee", Jason - through an incredible traumatic process of awaken ing - has
since discovered that he is, to put it crudely, more than h uman.

He is one of the line of

"walk-ins", a term popularised by the late Tuesday Lobsang Rampa, another pioneer who

this means is that Jason, by his
own admission, is a star child, an "indigo": one of a number of keenly psychic young people
with advanced healing and projection abilities.
wasn't always afforded the respect he deserved.

If this were not difficult enough, h is mother has written a book about him.

Ann Andrews

the "star" of her latest book is most assuredly her remarkable son. This, in fact, is a moot
point, the sadness of which Anne wrestles with i n her writing.

Ann is equally candid about the loss of a later (unborn) child - though once
These, the common dilemmas faced by the families of

experiencers, are described with a decency and grace which probably only hints at the eternal
struggles she must have faced, but which is all more affecting (and moving) for it.
book which every family in a similar position

It is a

would do wel l to obtain, because it is for

precisely these people that Anne has written it.
In Jason we are presented with a curious enigma. None of us enjoy realising it that we don't
know as much as we thought we did. It is particularly difficult to receive this news from an
unsophisticated Kentish lad who - Anne informs us - is not above trying to better his mates
club.

of

the flip side, that he has been able to take little refuge

in

I t also means, on

the hypnotic fo rgetting

allows most abductees to be cushioned from the terror of the i r expreiences.

which

Whatever he

and his family have gone thro ugh, it has happened with stunning undeniable frankness.
Many of the incidents recorded in the book strike the rational mind as quite impossible to
accept.

And yet as one who has listened to Jason's p ublic addresses in the last twelve

months, such is h is quiet but obvious sel f-belief, in the end one has little choice but to accept
his testimony at face value, however h umbling this may appear to be.

And yet, there is

potential for enormous growth in such a process, which in our own unlimited way, is equally
as important and monumental an expansion
undergone.

For as John Mack writes:

as

that which the l i kes of Jason and Ann have

"The abduction phenomenon by its demonstration

that control is impossible, even absurd, and its capacity to reveal our wider iuentity i n the
universe invites us to discover the meaning of our "power" i n a deeper spiritual sense."
There is a strong line of argument which says that the reason the star people are amongst us

is to facilitate such an expansion i n as many who would quietly listen to them. If that is
process by urging my
readers to obtain and to feel the contents of this remarkable book.

lager at speed and has a very ordinary fondness for Liverpool football

This is a strange dichotomy of the "walk-in", well known to John Mack, whose work

sought to help such people i ntegrate both their

human and "alien"

identities.

On the one

hand Jason is an entirely ordin ary - no offence intended -unspectacular yo ung man.
another hand, "spectacular" barely covers it.

the case, I am more than happy - i n fact I am proud - to help this

Ben Fairha/1
ISBN: 1-930724-09-08, Publisher: Wild Flower Press, www.5thworld.com
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

NOTICES

!he ed�torial staff of Awareness welcome contributions of articles (particularly with good
tll�strat•ons), book or fi lm reviews, details of U FO sightings, letters discussing previous
art1cles or general comments on UFOs, crop circles and related topics in the paranormal
field. Please address yo u r material to the Editor, Awareness, P.O Box 23, WHEA TLEY,
Oxon, UK, OX33 1 FL

It would not be strictly

accurate to describe Jason as (exclusively) as Ann's son, though from a terrestrial perspective

at sinking pints

ordinarily take l i fetimes to achieve - as it doubtless has, even i n his case.

What all

has a remarkable journey of her own to relate, which echoes many of these themes; though

again, "loss" is hardly appropriate.

This

now

Other experiences in this yo ung man's life, however, would certainly be regarded as extreme.

this is the case.

All of his knowledge has been arrived at consciously, with clear waking recall.

has enabled him to reach a level of spiritual maturation it is probably fair to say would

by Ann And rews
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